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By Larry Wise

Tuning Broadheads

hen I get a shot at an elk in September or at a
deer in October or November, I want the arrow to
hit the spot I’m aiming at. That’s my top priority.
I like this quote I found from Wyatt Earp: “Fast is fine, but
accuracy is final.”
Maybe he was referring to how fast a man could draw his
six-gun back in the Wild West but I still like the idea applied
to my bowhunting setup today. I demand accuracy from my
tournament bow and I expect and demand it from my hunting bow as well.
I want to hit a silver dollar-size spot at 30 yards with my
broadheads, so I search for the arrow-broadhead combination that makes it happen. That means I must be able to
tune my setup to get the accuracy I want but I don’t want to
spend hours doing it; I want to use my time effectively and
efficiently.

The Speed Of Sound and Your Arrow
This is a reality check. Ever been outside when a thunderstorm approaches? When it’s really close, the lightning
and the thunder occur at the same time . . . and you better
be in a safe place like your car or in a building and not under
a tree!
As the storm approaches your location or moves away,

Downsizing from 125 grain points to either 100, 85 or 75 grain
points will increase arrow speed but will it improve accuracy?
Tune with the same field point weight as your broadheads to get
the best results but be willing to change point weight in order to
get better arrow groups.

there is a time difference between the flash of lightning and
the clap of thunder. Do you remember the rule for counting the seconds between the two? For every five seconds
between the lightning and thunder, the source is 1 mile
away. That’s because light travels at 186,000 miles per second while sound travels at only 1,126 feet per second. It takes
sound (5,280 divided by 1126 equals 4.7 seconds) about 4.7
seconds to travel 1 mile, depending on the air temperature.
Count the seconds between the lightning and the thunder,
divide by five and you get the approximate distance to the
storm. Did you know that when the storm is within 5 miles,
you can get hit by lightning? In fact, some sources say that
lightning can reach out 10 miles. You are hereby forewarned.
So what’s the point when we’re talking archery? The
point is that your arrow is only traveling about 300 feet per
second. For most of us, it’s traveling less than that. Sound
travels at 1,126 feet per second. That’s a multiplication factor
of 3.75 (1126/300) or almost four times as fast as your arrow!
So what does this mean in practical terms? To put this
difference into perspective, consider a 40 yard shot at a deer.
It takes sound only 0.10 second (120 feet divided by 1126
feet per second) to get there while it takes your arrow 0.40
second (120/300) to get there. This means the deer has 0.30
second to react!
Human reaction time is about 0.20 to 0.30 second; deer
are quicker! That begs the question: when the deer hears the
bow and arrow and reacts, where does your arrow impact?
Not only will the deer hear the launch of the arrow; it will
hear the arrow all the way to the target, as the fletching
makes a wind noise during the entire flight of the arrow.
At 30 yards, the time comparison is 0.08 second (90/1126)
for sound to 0.30 second (90/300) for your arrow. At 20 yards,
the ratio is 0.05 second to 0.20 second. This means that even
though our bows are highly sophisticated and made with
high-tech materials, they are still “primitive weapons”! The
effective range is under 30 yards! Until we can make arrows
fly near the speed of sound, we must remember what Wyatt
Earp said: “Accuracy is final”! Our top priority must be to “hit
what we’re aiming at”!
I just tested my hunting bow. I got a speed of 244 fps
with a 150 grain point, 251 fps with a 125 grain point, 258
from a 100 grain head and 265 with a 75 grain point. All were
shot at a 55 pound peak weight using a CX Maxima 250 carbon shaft with a spine of .417 and a fletched-shaft weight,
including insert, of 280 grains.
The speed gain per 25 grain point weight decrease is
obvious but the other factor here is the reaction of the shaft
to the lower point weight. The shaft acts stiffer with less point
weight on its front end. In other words, the arrow bends
less behind the lighter point as the nock end gets propelled
by the bowstring. The question now becomes: is the arrow
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too stiff for your setup? If so, can you change to the weaker
spined Maxima-150 fletched shaft weighing 230 grains?
This switch drops the arrow weight by 50 grains and yields a
speed gain of 15 fps.
Here’s the spreadsheet of data I obtained with the CX
Here’s the
spreadsheet
of dataand
I obtained
with the
Maxima
shafts
at 230 grains
280 grains:
CX Maxima shafts at 230 grains and 280 grains:
Point
Weight
75
100
125
150

gr
gr
gr
gr

MAXIMA 150
@ 230 gr
.508 sp
305 gr
330 gr
355 gr
380 gr

SPEED
FPS
282
273
266
258

MAXIMA 250 SPEED
@ 280 gr
FPS
.417 sp
355 gr
265
380gr
258
405 gr
251
430 gr
244
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Going Too Light
I’ve done it. In 2007, I used a shaft that was too light and
paid the price.
It started in June that year. I fletched some lightweight
40-55 shafts in an effort to get some extra speed. I shoot
about 55 pounds. I used an 85 grain broadhead, did all
the testing and then set my sight pins out to 45 yards. Once
or twice a week, I shot this hunting setup and about every
fourth session, the first arrow would sail 8 inches high. It
didn’t happen every session, so I wasn’t sure if it was just me
being “cold” at the start or if it was something in the setup.
In August, I decided to change the arrow rest, thinking
that a new rest would help. It seemed to for a few weeks but
in September, I got another high arrow. I thought it was just
me that time, so I continued my practice and all seemed
well.
Hunting season started and I continued to practice but
not as often. I didn’t get any shots at bucks during October,
so off to Kansas I went on November 4. I shot a few practice
shots when I got there just to be sure of my sight settings. All
was well.

On the morning of November 6, my first morning in
the stand, a big, wide 11 pointer came into range at about
30 yards. I knew the distance, aimed correctly and executed
well but the arrow sailed high, clipping hair on the back
of the buck. I was dumbfounded. I was both steamed and
dejected because you don’t get chances like that very often.
That was the biggest buck I had ever shot at to that point in
time; we named him “old scar-back.”
To make matters worse, he stayed around and paraded
through the oak grove I was hunting for the next 20 minutes. He didn’t know anything had happened. By 11:00 that
morning, I was at my van, sighting in with my heavier spined
arrows and getting better and consistent accuracy.
Six days later, that same buck came back by my stand
while chasing a doe. My shot on that morning was dead
accurate, my lesson was learned and “scar-back” hangs on
my wall. And Wyatt Earp is saying, “I told you so!”
By far, my best grouping combination is the Maxima 250
shaft with either the 75 or 85 grain broadhead. I’ve tested it
over and over and my arrows tell me that they like this setup;
they group well at all distances.

How I Start Broadhead Tuning
It’s no secret that I’ve shot a lot of tournament archery.
I also bowhunt. What I’ve learned about bows and arrows
from my tournament setup, I transfer to my hunting bow. I
shoot the same carbon shaft for both but one size heavier for
my hunting bow, as well as the same cam system so lots of
information transfers.
Since I found that 90 grain points work well for my tournament setup, I have downsized my broadheads. I’ve used
100 grain heads for seven or eight years now but with the
insert weighing 13 grains, I had a total of 113 grains, a little
too heavy for the 55 pounds of peak weight I want to use
this hunting season. With the 75 grain head, I get a total of
88 grains up front and a closer match for 55 pounds, slightly
stiffer in spine than my tournament arrows.
The question remains: will they shoot well? The only
way to find out is to shoot-test them. I use a six step system
to test my broadheads.

Six Steps for Boadhead Tuning

Step One: Field Point Powder Testing
Assuming your customer’s bow is set up with a sight,
rest, bow quiver, etc., you begin by powder testing an arrow.
You must determine if the arrow, the new point weight
installed and the fletching are clearing the arrow rest without making contact. Some white spray foot powder can give
you the answer.
Spray the back third of the shaft, including the fletching.
Have your customer shoot the arrow and, together, check
the fletching for contact marks. None of the fletching should
make contact with the rest if you are using a drop-away rest.
Of course, the ever-popular Whisker Biscuit should make
equal contact with all fletching.
Rotating the arrow nock several degrees can eliminate
contact on a particular fletch. Retest after your adjustment
and repeat the process if contact still exists.
If you have difficulty eliminating contact, then check
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the nocking point. A low nocking point can contribute to
the contact problem, so raise it and powder test again.
Continued contact problems may lead you to change arrow
sizes, check nock fit, alter the D-loop on the string and
change arrow rests. All of these affect the arrow as it leaves
the bowstring.
Working hard here pays dividends when you tune with
broadheads. Contact on the back of the arrow gives the
blades up front a chance to steer the arrow and that’s not
good. We want the fletching to guide the shaft and that happens best when it doesn’t make contact with the rest.
Step Two: Field Point Paper Testing
After fletch clearance is established, then shoot-test an
arrow through a sheet of newspaper. Cover a picture frame

with newspaper and hang it several feet in front of the target butt. Have your customer shoot an arrow through this
simple tuning aid from about 5 yards.
Don’t expect a perfect bullet hole; I seldom get one. If
the tear is less than 0.50 inch, you can be happy. Most importantly, is the hole crisply torn or really ragged? If it’s crisp,
you can be extra happy but if it’s ragged, then you will need
to make some adjustments to the arrow rest tension, center
shot location and nocking point.
If your customer is getting a really bad tear, you may
need to change the arrow size. If that doesn’t help, then he or
she may need some lessons on how to properly place his or
her bow hand. Hand torque is the number one cause of poor
arrow flight out of the bow.
In any event, do the best you can. Get the tear as close
to half an inch as possible and move on. Stress to
your customer that he must work on being more
consistent with his hand position on the bow and not
“choke” the life out of it.
Step Three: Sighting-In and Tuning Your Bow at 15,
25 and 35 Yards
Shooting at a three spot target is next. You can

Using foot spray on the fletched end will show you contact with the arrow
rest. Newspaper over a frame will show how the nock end of the arrow
passes through it from 5 yards away. Use these two techniques to get the
facts about your arrow flight and then make the appropriate adjustments.
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use only one spot but we’re eventually going to shoot broadheads, so start now with the three spots. Number them “one,”
“two” and “three”; number three arrows as well and have
your customer shoot his arrows in numerical order at the
three spots. What we’re doing here is building our starting
lineup of hunting arrows and we need good information
about how they shoot; we’re getting to know them, so to
speak.
Shoot field points first at 15 yards to get sighted in. Don’t
worry if your customer isn’t hitting the center; only worry
if he is hitting the same place in each of the three spots.
Consistency is the name of the game.
If he’s missing mostly right and left, then adjust the
center-shot, raise the nocking point and check his bow hand
consistency. Up and down misses can be corrected by a
lower nocking point.
Next, move to 25 yards and repeat the process above.
Look for consistent impact points for each arrow while keeping in mind the skill level of the shooter. Tune for any pattern
of misses as you did for 15 yards.
If your shooter’s ability allows, move to 35 yards. Make
final tuning adjustments here but stress that for hunting, the
maximum shot distance should be 25 yards, or 30 yards if
skill allows. Too much can happen when you shoot at a deer
beyond 25 yards, so don’t take the chance on a bad hit. To
tune long and shoot short is a good plan.

insert and use spacers between the ferrule and shaft insert
or bend the ferrule with pliers to straighten. You must get the
blades parallel to the shaft so they aren’t angled to the direction of flight. The blades must cut through the air and not
face into it, creating sideways air resistance. Keep the blades
straight but angle the fletching so the fletching controls the
broadhead.
Powder test again to be sure that the broadheadequipped arrow is not making contact with the arrow rest.
If so, rotate the nock and retest. Or make adjustments to the
rest to eliminate the contact.

Step Four: Broadhead Installation
Screw the broadheads onto the three arrows you have
been shooting. Number them so you can keep them matched
to the shaft. These three arrows are your starting team for
hunting.
Next, spin-check each shaft to check if the point is on
straight. Roll the shafts in an arrow straightener or on the
corner of a tabletop and observe each point. If it wobbles,
then take measures to straighten it. Heat and straighten the

Step Five: Broadhead Tuning at 15, 25 and 35 Yards
Now it’s time to shoot-test the three broadheads you’ve
built. Here’s where the three spot target is a must. We want
arrow groups without cutting off fletching, so shoot each
arrow at a different spot.
Sight in at 15 yards. Don’t be concerned if the broadheads impact differently than the field points. Our top
concern is that they are impacting the same place on their
respective spots. If so, then adjust the sight and shoot again.
If you don’t have groups, then tune as you did with field
points. Pay attention to the misses and any pattern that
might be showing. Make the same adjustments for left-right
misses and high-low misses as with field points and then
move to 25 yards and repeat the process, paying attention to
the skill level of the shooter.
After making tuning adjustments at 25 yards, move to
35 yards. The minimum standard at this distance is a 9 inch
paper plate. A hunter should be able to hit a paper plate with
each of his three hunting broadhead-equipped arrows. If
not, then suggest that he practice his form to gain the consistency needed to hit the paper plate.
Hitting the plate-size target at 35 yards gives a good
indication that the archer will hit a deer at 25 yards. It also
indicates that the equipment is ready.

Roll each broadhead-equipped shaft on a straightener or on the
corner of a tabletop. Look for point wobble that indicates that
the point is not straight with the shaft. Do what’s needed to get
the points installed straight.

Vanes attached to the shaft with a helical curve will create more
air resistance and therefore stabilize the arrow more quickly.
When the fletched end controls the flight, then your arrow will be
more accurate.
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Installing a good arrow rest that is adjustable for both nocking
point height and center-shot position is essential for good arrow
flight. I use these two adjustments to tune the arrow flight of all
my bows.

I shot these from 25 yards. They are showing consistent performance, considering that I was using a very large hole in my peep
sight. For long distances, like 60 yards, I’ll test with my target sight
and scope and a fine-hole peep.

Now, your bowhunter should change the blades on
the three numbered arrows. Don’t change anything but the
blades and be sure to keep the numbered broadheads with
the same shafts. Store these for your starting team when
hunting season begins. Install the used blades on three other
arrows so you have some broadheads to practice with; these

arrows are your second team.
Step Six: One-Shot Practice Sessions
When I practice for indoor archery, I shoot 20 yards at
the prescribed face. I practice for field archery at all of the
prescribed distances at the matching spot sizes. I always
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broadhead-equipped arrows. A hunt-ready bowhunter can
hit a 9 inch paper plate consistently on this single shot.
Employing this one shot practice technique several
times a day will build confidence and prepare you for that
one very important shot during the season.
At crunch time, you’ll do what you’ve practiced.

CONCLUSION
Getting accuracy with any broadhead takes some time
and energy. Working smartly with an organized system to
tune broadheads gets you to your accuracy goal quicker. As
a dealer, you don’t have a lot of time to spend with every
customer, so maybe you can give each one these six steps as
a guide. And don’t forget to remind your customers about
Wyatt Earp; “Fast is fine, accuracy is final.”
Arrows tipped with field points impact differently than broadhead arrows. With no wings on them, my field points almost
always impact 4 inches high right of my broadheads. Blades on
broadheads change the balance and aerodynamics of the arrow
and therefore the impact point in the target. Always sight in with
your broadheads before going hunting.

practice exactly what I will be doing in a tournament so I can
succeed at that tournament. And for bowhunting, I have to
practice making my first shot without any warm up.
A shot from a treestand or blind can come at any time
and you probably won’t be warmed up with your shooting. Practice making a single shot several times a day
before and during the season. With no warm up, walk to
25 yards and make a single shot with one of your practice

Keep well, shoot straight.

Larry Wise

Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one
and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form.
Reach him by email at larry@larrywise.com or call him
at (717) 436-9168. Larry has a DVD title: “Core Archery
Back Tension: Defined and Demonstrated.” The DVD is
available at www.larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past
articles by Larry Wise at the twin websites of ArrowTrade.
Use arrowtrademag.com for high speed connections or see
arrowtrademagazine.com for PDF downloads of articles.
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